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Abstract:

Nonlinear suppression of the drift wave shear damping by the simultaneous ac-

tion of a strong standing pump waveband of the magnetic field variation along the

magnetic field line is studied using a version of the Hasegawa-Mima equation. The

threshold for the parametric destabilization is calculated as a function of the plasma

parameters. Destabilmtion occurs due to the elimination of the energy convection

towards the dissipative layer, by both the linear toroidal coupling and nonlinear

parametric coupling.
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1 Introduction

It has been shown long ago [1], [2] that in a plasma slab magnetic shear can sta-

bilize drift waves. Moreover, if the shear is large enough, drift instability generally

disappears [3]-{5]. Physics behind this effect is clear. In a plasma where basic state

gradients are oriented along the x-axes, perturbations generated near a rational

surface with kt « 0, propagate relative to the magnetic field at different angles for

different values of x. Due to their finite mass, ions can respond to forces along the

magnetic field lines. As a result, one obtains a solution describing perturbations

propagating in the direction of the density gradient, and taking oat energy towards

larger values of x. However, the extent of perturbations along the x-axes is limited

by the ion Landau damping. One may expect that for larger values of Jba(x), i.e. for

*l(*K*«, (1)

where vTt is the ion thermal velocity, perturbations are dissipated by the resonant

ions. Although the shear stabilization is caused by spreading out the energy of the

perturbation rather than by tbvr dissipation, the fact that there exists a dissipative

layer, defined by eq. (1), wil) i i nduded in our calculations in an appropriate way.

In real toroidal systems > t a sufficient nonuniformity along the field lines of the

magnetic field and shear, i~ v roidal coupling can change the propagation of drift

waves along the density gt* w t, so that they become non-oscilatory and undamp id

[6]. The toroidal coupling!; Smilar to a parametric three-wave interaction. This has

been demonstrated in ot r tevious work [7], where we have discussed the annulment

of the shea* damping b; a pump wave, which, has the form of a standing wave

allong the field lines. We tave shovn that there exists a critical value of the pump

amplitude, above which v • drift waves are not stabilized by the shear.

In this article we investigate simultaneous effects of nonuniformity of the mag-



*

netic field across a magnetic surface, and of a standing pump wave along the field

lines, on the shear stabilization. Such a nonuniformity of the magnetic field in a

torus appears as a result of two facts: the field lines circulate around the torus, i.e.

the magnetic field has its toroidal and poloidal components, and the intensity of the

magnetic field also decreases as 1/Ä along the main radius [6], [8].

2 Derivation and discussion

We use a model of collisionless plasma with warm electrons and cold ions Tt > Ti,

including the effects of the parallel ion dynamics.;. We start from the ion continuity

equation in the low frequency regime, d/dt < ft,, n, being the ion gyrofrequency:

^ = 0. (2)

Here we uae the following notation:

We will assume that we have a sheared magnetic field, whose intensity is non-uniform

across a magnetic surface. To the leading order terms in the small parameter d/ft,dt,

we write the parallel ion momentum equation:

lit = ~*i'V* ~ (*•' V)*l - (*l' V>* <3>

For a small phase velocity of the perturbations in the direction parallel to the mag-

netic field, u C ktvTe, with the accuracy to (v/ktvT*)2, the electron density pertur-

bation 6nt is determined by the Boltzmann distribution:

where no denotes the unperturbed plasma density. Now, using the quasineutrality

condition n, = n«, from eqs. (2)-(4), we obtain a slightly modified Hasegawa-Mima



equation for the electrostatic potential • , describing the coupling of drift waves with

the ion sound:

(5)

Here c, = (T./m,)1'2 is the sound speed, p = c./ft, is the ion inertial length, and

?«e is the zero order electron diamagnetic drift velocity given by

1

We assume a weakly radially inhomogeneons plasma in the basic state, and in our

slab geometry the x-coordinate is oriented in the radial direction, while the y-

coordinate is in the poloidal direction. The contribution of the convection terms

related to the parallel ion motion are neglected, since it can be shown that the

corresponding terms Tt/e - V% [(5KV± + t^V|)t^), compared to the nonlinear term

on the right-hand side of eq. (5), scale as (elk^upk^)'1 and (c,kt/vpk±f • * | A i

respectively, which are assumed to be small.

Because of the presence of the nonlinear term on the right hand side of eq. (5),

we will study the three-wave interaction for perturbations of the form

•(*,», x, t) = • ( * , z) exp (i + *»V - + ex.

Here the x, z variation of the amplitudes is slow compared to the exponential term.

We assume the following resonant condition for the y-components of the wave vec-

tors, and for the frequencies:

V (7)

The (*, ;)-variation of the perturbations, which does not appear in the resonant

conditions (6), (7), will be a part of the eigenvalue problem. We assume also that



the driven waves $ , $1 are propagating predominantly in the y-direction

For the pump wave * j we assume that it is a standing wave parallel to the magnetic

field, thus resembling the toroidal inhomogeneity of the system:

where •

• « ( * ) = »A cos kfZ,

and it propagates at a finite angle to the y-axis so that

A

kyi, ktJ > ^ . (9)

One should notice that in the process under investigation energy is not necessarily

taken from the pump wave, and thus we are not restricted by the Manley-Rowe

relation in the selection of the pump wave number. The Manley-Rowe conditions

for drift waves [9] yield that the pump wave may give energy to the other two waves

only if its perpendicular wave number lies between the wavenumbers of the driven

waves, |JbA| < |*J.J| < | £ u | (or | * i | > |£J.J| > | £LID- In our case this is not a

necessary condition, since we are interested in using a strongly excited mode to

introduce a parametric coupling which eliminates the shear damping by changing

the mode structure.

Writing the time derivative in the form d/dt = -iu>, where Imu arises as a result

of the shear damping and parametric growth, from eq. (.*>) we have the following

two equations for the modes (w, fr), (wi ,^) :



= VkAikl cos kpz •€<"*>, (10)

j& - kiy ~ l ~ ̂ 1 • V* A ***" + «-i (* + A cos *•*) •«

'*fc- COS fcpZ- « -"* '» , (11)

The coupling constants are given by:

( ' i 2 ) (12)

(13)

The term proportional to A cos kBz describes the variation of the magnetic field

across a magnetic surface, while the term cos kpz in the above equations describes

the standing wave structure of the pump. We restrict ourselves to investigate the

behavior of the peturbations in the vicinity of two characteristic magnetic lines,

whose magnetic field is in phase with the pump on the external, and the internal side

of the torus, which corresponds to the positive and negative signs of the parameter

A, respectively.

For simplicity, we seek a "local" solution of eqs. (10), (11), for relatively small

values of x, for which the exponential function on the right-hand side of eqs. (10),

(11) can be expanded, keeping only leading order term in expansion, and where the

ion Landau damping is small. Consequently, the following condition for x must be

satisfied:

x < min {—, ~ I , } , (14)

Now, we can rewrite eqs.(lO), (11) in the form:

cos Åpz. (15)

(16)



where the meaning of the operators LQ, LI is obvious. Assuming that the pump

amplitude A is real, and introducing new notations: WA — \At^t7 * A, $ki -»

**i y/Vk/Vu, F = ** + • « , P = *fc - * M , we can rewrite eqs. (15), (16) as:

LoF = WAFc<* k,z - « I ~ A (17)

- -WAP cos kpx + « X ~ - ^ , (18)

where 6L = L\ — LQ. In the case when kv ex kyi, u ~ u^, we obviously have 6L C

Lo, ^i- The above equations can be decupled, and we can solve them separately

using the standard procedure from the linear theory [6]. Now, from eq. (17) we have

Y ä ( ? | V ) | u>F+w.«(l + Acos*sz)F = W^Fcos*,*. (19)

Assume an expansion for the function F in the form:

(20)

The function ¥„(*) is a slowly varying function with respect to n (Taylor's assump-

tion [6]) so that we can write

f) ^

We also assume the simplest model for the magnetic field shear:

*=*>{*> + &)•
Here L, is the characteristic scale length of the variation of the magnetic field along

the x-axes. The equation (19) g:ves the following equation for the amplitude ¥n(z)

in the expansion (20):

£]—}*«>



where we keep only resonant exponential terms, a new variable « = xk^/L, + n« is

introduced, and •(«(»!, x)) = *n(z)-

Solution of the eq. (23) is sought in the form

9(s) = Tne*i0-*, (24)

where FB and /?» are constants that should be calculated. It can be shown [8] that,

according to the condition (1) the proper boundary condition corresponding to the

presence of the outgoing waves only, is obtained if for a positive 0n we choose the

"-" sign in the expression (24). Substituting the expression (24) into eq. (23), and

requesting that eq. (23) must be satisfied for an arbitrary s we have:

- ^ f - + w.«AJk| - WAk\\ + (k\p2 + IV - u;.e(l + A) + WA = 0. (26)

The same procedure we can use to solve the equation for the function P, i.e. eq.

(18). The only difference is the sign in front of WA. Generally, we can write the

approximative solutions for 0n and u as follows:



where 6 = £l\k\/2p2k*, LN is the characteristic scale length of the basic state

density gradient, and the ± signs in front of WA correspond to the solutions for the

functions F, and P, respectively.

From eq. (28) we see that in the case

the effects of the magnetic field variation aero» a magnetic surface dissapear. The

wave behaves as in the case when only the shear stabilization is present. In the

absence of the pump, WA = 0, our result reduces to the Taylor's one [6]. In that

case the stabilization of the drift wave due to the magnetic shear can disappear,

depending on the value of the term 1 + 6 under the root in eq. (28).

lit the presence of the pump, WA £ 0, from eq. (28) we find the threshold, the

value of the pump wave amplitude above which our driven wave is not stabilized by

the magnetic shear:

«), (29)

where
7 \ \ \ J ^ (30)

is the value of the threshold when there is no variation of the magnetic field, A = 0,

which has been calculated elsewhere [7], [10]. The only difference is that, instead

of kykyi and y/u>wi, here we have k\ and u in the expression for Ao, which is in

agreement with the assumption 6L 4H L\, LQ, applied in our starting system of

equations (10), (11).

From the expression for the threshold, eq. (29), it is obvious that for certain

values of the pump amplitude the solution of the form (24) is non-propagating along

the z-axes, and undamped. In that case the radiation of energy in the direction



of the density gradient is inhibited, and the drift waves behave as if the shear were

completely absent. Eq. (29) expresses simultaneous effects of the variation of the

magnetic field and of the pump. Because of two possible signs of the parameter A

the above value of the amplitude A can become arbitrarily small, depending on the

parameters contained in 6. It should be pointed out that the same expression for

the threshold can be obtained using several other approximative procedures [10].

Notice thai in contrast to the standard parametric decay instability, in our case,

in principle no energy is transmitted from the pump to the driven modes. Instead,

influence of nonlinearities manifests as the elimination of convective damping by the

parametric coupling. The effect vanishes for a homogeneous pump kp -» 0, which

is contrary to usual parametric decay instability. At the same time variation of

the magnetic field introduces the wave coupling, which can also cancel the shear

damping.
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